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Let’s discuss

The formation of a one-party totalitarian dictatorship against democracy to prepare
for armed conflict and economic difficulties. War is acceptable to achieve
nationalistic goals with the procedure of an aggressive control of business and
labour without opposition. These policies include the glorification of the military with
the creation of foreign policies by a dictator controlling a military hierarchy.

Lessons from history – fascism and appeasement 1930’s.
Appeasement in a political context is a strategic policy of making political or material
concessions to an enemy power to avoid conflict.
James Ramsay MacDonald Labour Party, MacDonald had a strong traditional
pacifist sentiment and forced a reduction in the military and naval budgets.
Arthur Neville Chamberlain – Conservative - Chamberlain is best known for
his appeasement foreign policy in seeking to conciliate Germany and make the Nazi
state a partner in a stable Europe.
He indicated that he saw the lessening of the tension between this country and Italy
as a valuable contribution toward the pacification and appeasement of Europe.
The Prime Minister also set up a private line of communication with the Italian Benito
Mussolini.
Chamberlain addressed the nation by radio, and after thanking those who wrote to
him, stated:
How horrible, fantastic, incredible it is that we should be digging trenches and try on
gas-masks here because of a quarrel in a far-away country between people of whom
we know nothing. It seems still more impossible that a quarrel already settled in
principle should be the subject of war.
He requested a private conference with Hitler urging restraint in the implementation
of the agreement and requested that the Germans not bomb Prague if the Czechs
resisted, to which Hitler seemed agreeable. Chamberlain took from his pocket a
paper headed ‘Anglo–German Agreement’, which contained three paragraphs including a statement that the two nations considered the Munich Agreement symbolic
of the desire of our two people never to go to war again. Hitler eagerly said “Yes –
Yes. Then the two men signed the paper.
Ribbentrop asked why Hitler had signed such an agreement and he replied, "Oh,
don't take it so seriously. That piece of paper is of no further significance.”
Landing in England, Chamberlain waved the agreement in the air to the cameras in
jubilation.

A theoretical economic system characterised by the collective ownership of prop
erty and by the organisation of labour for the common advantage of all
members. A system of government in which the state plans and controls the
economy and a single, often authoritarian party holds power, claiming to make
progress toward a higher social order in which all goods equally shared by the
people.
The major productive resources in a society such as mines, factories, and farms
owned by the public or the state, and wealth divided among citizens equally or
according to individual need.
The Marxist-Leninist doctrine advocates revolution to overthrow the capitalistic
system and establish a dictatorship of the proletariat that will eventually evolve
into a perfectly egalitarian and communal society.

Lessons from history – Communism.
Communism does not fit into the world financial capitalist markets and as a result
becomes isolated.
A state organised by a totalitarian dictator or committee but not all are equal. As
with capitalism, the elite of the party receives more pay.
The USSR ruled on the surface by a genial dictator of the communist state but
underneath brutality and bloodlust and murdering all communists or others not
believing in the party line. Thousands of people executed under the rule of Stalin
and over a million disappeared under the communist regime.
The Chinese state was a series of warring factions that converted to communism
to unify the country. Ruled first by a dictator and then a committee they are the
only communists successfully integrating into the world capitalist financial
markets.

An excessive or affected religious zeal established by extreme religious fervour
causing the corrupt intolerance of one’s religion. It allows the darkness in the
soul to outweigh the conscience.

Lessons from history – RELIGIONISM.
Leaving behind the dark days of radical Christianity when Popes made war on
unbelievers and rode in armour to smite non-Christians with the sword and
devised inquisitions with barbaric tortures, we reach the last century. The radical
Islamist suddenly surfaced with ferocity, comparing to fascism and communism.
The 1900’s reached the peak of human atrocities with an idealistic communist
rebellion against the remaining aristocrats in Russia. In Japan 1931 Araki, a
political philosopher with the army introduced Koda a concept linking Emperor,
the people, land, and morality as indivisible. The creation of a new Shinto
religion linking the present with the ancient past led to a spiritual training of the
army that turned into Emperor Worship. To counteract the corrupt politicians in
power the Emperor would rule as a Demigod assisted by the military.
Japan now in a military expansionist mode had now released some of the most
compelling threads of the new Shinto religion, and as in ancient Rome, a
Demigod cannot be challenged. Religionism now introduced Kamikaze (the
divine wind) into the war, and the suicide pilot became infamous in the tradition
of death instead of defeat or capture.
Into the 21st century, the expansionist desires are now one of the ultimate aims
of the purveyors of radical Islamic Religionism. In their minds, nothing but
twisted views exists to perpetuate the darkness of the soul. Like the Shinto
religion, they are told that they will emerge into a heavenly paradise. What
twisted elder minds feed such trash to the young? The world watched almost as
if afraid to condemn because it had a religious base. Nothing was done at first
to stop this atrocious expansionism as it moved to take two countries.
ISIS Religionism looks for a person who feels downtrodden with a grievance in
society, whether educated or not and brainwashes them into action. The
younger the person is, the easier the transition.

Appeasers try to make peace, again and again even though their warring participants do not believe in it. The avoidance of war is exemplary but unsustainable as
it allows enemies to build up their strength and ignore treaties, thus the advance of
Nazis and ISIS. Communism developed into guerrilla warfare in Vietnam.
The capital financial institutes of the world make fascism and communism difficult
to exist although partial communism to nationalise a failing public facility is
sometimes required.
The expansion of Fascism is overcome by war.
Religionism perpetuated by the use of guerrilla tactics not to be fought in the open
but only by the use of subterfuge and surprise. The do-gooders inadvertently help
them to succeed by the use of liberalism and the quoting of human rights even
though ISIS tactics are inhuman. War cannot be fought like an Angel, only like a
devil, to ensure that the democracy of millions is not reduced to dark religious
slavery.
Indoctrination commences upon an individual after they have openly expressed
grievances against the way they live and the government or country. The religious
theme is necessary for a re-education by people with powerful wicked Islamic
convictions.
A British Prime Minister must never be blinkered by a personal agenda. The pacifist,
CND enthusiast, an appeaser, will appear weak even to small countries. These
countries know that they can motivate talk after talk without conclusion while
covertly expanding.
We should be on the lookout for extreme expansionists like North Korea. The next
step after the conclusion of atomic weaponry may be to try and take over the whole
of Korea.
Communism rarely justifies its concepts and degenerates into totalitarianism ruled
by a dictator or dictatorial committee without democracy.
Extreme capitalism allows people to make enormous personal fortunes far more
than normality at the expense of others. It nourishes greed, over-ambition,
excessive gambling, and ignores the plight of the starving or low paid. It is also
subject to massive financial crashes caused by the elite.
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